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1 Introduction

We are currently undergoing a paradigm shift in data visualization from not only 2D to 3D, but rather to
augmented reality using holographic projections. This shift allows to better understand and experience data.
Users are not constrained to looking at data on a screen, as they can interact with the data, e.g. walking
around holograms to get a better understanding of Big Data sets. This comes with the benefit of increased
productivity as users can use their hands to turn and manipulate objects rather than getting distracted caused
by a change of focus from the screen to the input devices such as keyboards or mice. Mixed reality smartglasses
such as the Microsoft HoloLens [2] depicted in Figure 1 allow users to combine holographic projections with
the real world. The HoloLens offers their user a new perception of 3D models and, perhaps, can provide a
new meaning to it.

Figure 1: Microsoft HoloLens [2].

2 Example project: detection of electricity theft

We have recently published a novel system for detecting electricity theft/non-technical losses (NTL) for a real-
world data set of 3.6M customers [1]. In the first stage, a machine learning system learns to predict whether
a customer causes NTL or not. In the second stage, we put the prediction results into context by visualizing
further data of the customers and their neighborhoods in a spatial hologram using a Microsoft HoloLens. Using
this hologram, domain experts can then review and amend the suggestions of which customers to inspect as
visualized in Figure 2. As a result, they can make the final decisions of which customers to inspect in order
to increase the return on investment of the limited number of inspections.
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Figure 2: Example usage of our NTL detection system: Customers are classified as either regular (green),
irregular (red) or suspicious (yellow) by a machine learning system. Holographic spatial visualization of
customers allows domain experts at the electricity providers to gather information about the customers as
well as their neighborhood in order to decide which customers to inspect. The figure depicts the profile of an
irregular customer whose consumption has significantly dropped in the last few months [1].

3 Research opportunities

We look for students who are interested in working with us in the framework of their bachelor’s/master’s
thesis. We offer research opportunities in topics related to Big Data visualization/interaction through mixed
reality using a HoloLens, including, but not limited to:

• Medical imaging, such as computed tomography scan

• Electricity theft/non-technical losses

• Blockchain, Bitcoin, smart contracts and Fintech

• ...

The exact scope of a project is subject to discussion and interest and skills of each student. Projects can be
combined with machine learning/data mining aspects.

4 Prerequisities

Prior experience in .NET or Unity is helpful, but not a must.

5 Further reading

[1] P. Glauner, N. Dahringer, O. Puhachov, et al., “Identifying Irregular Power Usage by Turning
Predictions into Holographic Spatial Visualizations”, Proceedings of the 17th IEEE International
Conference on Data Mining Workshops (ICDMW 2017), New Orleans, USA, 2017.

[2] https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-hololens/en-us/developers
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